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Cake Maker Shop - Cooking Game 2.2.1 Description Cake Maker Shop - Cooking Game (Package Title: com.smilingdragon.mycakeshopfree) has been developed by TapBlaze and the latest version of Cake Maker Shop - Cooking Game 2.2.1 was updated on June 11, 2018. Cake Maker Shop - Cooking game is in the category Casual. You can check all
apps from developer Cake Maker Shop - Cooking game and find 101 alternative apps for Cake Maker Shop - Cooking game for Android. Currently this app is for free. This app can be downloaded on android 4.1 or APKA or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files APKFab.com are original and 100% secure with fast downloads. Make a cake now with the TapBlaze
My Cake Shop app! The best free cake maker game and cooking game app for your Android phone or tablet. Make someone smile today – Decorate the cake and send it to them for their Happy Birthday or whatever! This game is designed for cake maker lovers in mind. The Vision of TapBlazeour is to build a lasting franchise that gamers will still be excited
about for decades from now. At TapBlaze we strive to develop high quality creative games that people of all ages will find entertaining, educational, fun and useful. We believe that our attention to detail, commitment to player satisfaction, and knowledge of mobile space will make our games stand out. Privacy Policy: Cake Maker Shop - Cooking Game 2.2.1
Update Fixed bugs reported by users. Read more FOLLOW US Home » Phis » Cake Shop - Bake &amp; Decorate Boutique In this game, the user will become the owner of pastry production and store selling sweets. The player will independently deal with cooking cakes, and then sell them in his shop. The game will bring joy and teach cooking sweets.
Customers will wait for Goodies, and if they like it, they will come to them again. It is necessary to quickly serve and feed visitors. During the game, the player will be able to learn a large number of delicious recipes. They will help make the assortment of the store even better, which means that customers will be satisfied. It is necessary to constantly improve
the cakes and store, so all this brought a lot of profit. You should try to cook the most delicious cakes for your favorite customers. And to start the game, you need to Cake Shop - Bake &amp; Decorate Boutique.We must try to have time to bake cakes and at the same time improve the store. Do not be afraid to add new ingredients to get a new taste. It is also
necessary to remember about the purity and beautiful design of the outlet. The game will be able to captivate the new user for a long time. Game features: many different recipes, different sets in the store; cake making training;     3.5/5 194 194 Ratings Cake Shop Tā ir kūka pieņemšanas spēle. Skaisti attēli šajā spēlē ļaus jums veikt vaniļas kūkas,
sākot no lielveikala. Miltu sajaukšana Cepšana, make-up, kūka meklēt ēstgribu. Šī spēle ir piemērota bērniem un meitenēm, kam patīk attēli, gudrs un skaists + +++ + +. สําหรับพัฒนาการดานสติปญญาและไหวพริบ และ ความสนุกสนานเพลิดเพลิน++++ ควรเชื่อมตอระบบ WiFi , 3G หรือ 4G กอนการใชงาน++++ ควรติดตัง้ App ที่อาน Flash Player ในเครื่องของทาน
กอนใชงานFree Cake Shop is a game made cake to eat, beautiful.The game will give you a vanilla cake. From the left to the supermarket to mix dough to bake the cake to look appetizing. Games for children And for women who like pictures. Lovely and beautiful++++ For cognitive development and witty and entertaining.++++ Should connect to WiFi, 3G or
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